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Bureaucrats write memoranda
both because they appear to
be busy when they are writing
and because the memos, once
written, immediately become
proof that they were busy.
-Charles Peters

We all High on
College
By Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull

The gig is up. The innocent
cover that Michigan Tech
students have been using,
claiming that they are video game loving computer
nerds, has been broken. For
years now the students of
Michigan Tech have worked
endless hours on their ultimate “senior project”, and
the other day the “project”
was accidentally released on
campus. The airborn “happy
gas”, a strong chemically
engineered combination of
marijuana, menthols, and a
few other “chemicals”, was
accidentally released onto
campus by a few students
who were “basking” in its
wonder.
This good mood and high
spirit most of us are feeling
was not caused by the new
semester, experiencing new
classes, making new friends,
and the prospect of broomball season; it was because
of the “happy gas”. It has
...see Towely on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like the ultimate showdown.

Shirts Cause Increased School Spirit at
Cost of Self Esteem
By Simon Mused ~ Daily Bull

As the semester draws to a close, happiness and school spirit data analysis
reveals that the new “I AM HUSKY” shirts
have increased school spirit by 4%, while
self-image of each individual student in
possession of one has decreased an average of 10%.
The end result
proposes that
the multiple
definitions
of a word
and the ambiguity of its
context have
once again
screwed with
our attempt
at something
good.

meaning be applied to them for obvious reasons.

Others have vowed never to touch the
shirts. A few of the XXL sizes were taken
as gag gifts for others, or as a personal
reminder of
a funny coincidence
to show
off. These
people have
repor tedly
high values of
school spirit
on the pep
meter scale,
but don’t
necessarily
have the selfconfidence
This Tech student’s self esteem is so low, that he
Many people dresses up as a wild animal to hide his identity from levels necesdo not see the others. His cheerful attitude is just a facade for his sary to wear
severe self esteem issues.
connections
the shirt. Put
in their minds, but most of the student in the Dungeons and Dragons terms:
body has noticed how the statement The Husky Shirt is a light armor that grants
of school pride could be twisted into bonuses to charisma at the cost of cona comment on their weight and image. stitution and fortitude.
Some of the students who wear it have
stated that they don’t particularly mind Many, like this author, were sad that the
the connotation, and even find it funny. husky head lost the public vote for the
These students typically don’t meet the shirt design. “Even the stupid periodic
requirements to have the secondary
...see YAY TECH on back

A wild man was caught on the run last night.
Cops told him to freeze.
Family suing after he literally froze.

Pic o’ the Day
Brought to you by The Daily Bull!

... YAY TECH from front
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come to everyone’s attention that the
accidental release of this “project” has
affected most of
the students on
campus,
and
might get in the
way of studies.
“Spent
years
working on the
perfect
drug
to get students
high, we have.
Be smelt or seen
we
wanted
something that
could not. The
prototype of this
project, what all
the students on
campus are experiencing
is.
The perfect recreational drug, it is, the kick of many
popular drugs, it has, but be seen it
cannot. It’s our “Happy gas!” Hmmmmmm.” a senior chemical engineer
told us in what we assumed was his
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Yoda voice. “Our original intention to ity still exists, and the Café has all the
let it get out it was not. Herh herh food you will ever need.
herh. Shit happens, however.” Also, now that this project has been
leaked, anyone who would like to
Creating
the buy the MTU “happy gas” is free to
chemical so that stop by our “office” (the tree next
it could not be to the MEEM). Our regular “business”
noticed was a hours are 1am to 4am. Like always,
challenge. After Michigan Tech staff and Graduate stufour long years dents get half price. And we do take
the “happy gas” all iron equivalents of cash.
was made invisible, however
fixing the smell
could not be
done. Eventually, after even
more
years
were put into
the
“project”
the
Marketing
students were able to get a grant
from the Axe Deodorant Company.
The Chemistry students were able to I am sorry my devoted fans for not
give the “happy gas” a less noticeable writing articles in a while. I know you
smell, the smell of Axe Body Spray. look for every article I write, ready to
“We even got a slogan made out for devour the laughter spewing forth
it.” The Marketing head told us; “YOU from my masterpieces. You shall not be
ARE BAKED RIGHT NOW, AXE BAKED.” disappointed, for I have been saving
up my creativity to unleash a full-out
Hoping to get light of the outbreak, explosion of laughter, wit, fun, and lots
we hurried to talk to Tech Administra- of dirty, dirty shit.
tion about the situation. We attempted to ask a few of the teachers, staff, Ode De La Michigan Tech
and administrators, but they were too
mellowed out and smiled too much Men are trapped inside a farm,
for us to understand their responses
to our questions. One administrator Suffocated by a snow cow swarm
in particular was too distracted to
talk because he kept swatting at his Gasping for air, their last breath,
head, apparently his hair was on fire.
What we were able to piece together Saved by an angel from death,
is that the effects of the “happy gas”
are sure to wear off before anyone This angel, perhaps, comes in a can,
outside of Tech notices. We want you
to keep in mind (while we wait for Opened and unleashed with one’s
the high to pass) that what you see hand,
in front of you is not a unicorn, grav-

I am sorry :(

table of the elements shirt would have
sufficed,” mentions Faec Nagri, a marketing manager and Tech alum. “Rule
#1: never make a slogan that the public
could make fun of you for. This means
personal insults directed at self, dirty
references to love-making, and spelling errors. Rule #2: If this was posted
on 4Chan and they would think it was
funny, then that is a very bad thing.”
According to Nagri, this violates both
conditions.
It remains a mystery why such a shirt
that would obviously inflict this harm
on our student body would receive
the most votes. Meanwhile, Northern
University students giggle as they plan
for other ways to corrupt the joy others
have that they so desperately desire,
yet will never obtain.
By Jeremy Moore ~ Daily Bull

Its magnificent smell, flavor, and taste,
Drink quickly with increasing haste,
Be saved and granted an ability,
Of making 9s from 2s and 3s,
This effect however does not last,
Have fun, but get out fast,
For if it fades, and you are still there,
A herd awaits, so be prepared.

Los Angeles, CA -- A local
celery wields his secret weapon at a fruit-and-vegetable
self defense training class.
With vegetarianism on the
rise, veggies nationwide have
felt threatened and at risk of
devouration. “I can’t go anywhere without being afraid
I’ll fall into a pit of ranch
dressing,” he noted. “It’s like
the mammoths and the tar
pits all over again!”
If you are a vegetable and
have felt anxious about being sliced, diced, or SlapChopped, please feel welcome at a free support session
hosted by the Daily Bull.
The anonymous group will
meet on Wednesday nights
in Walker 144 around 9:15.
All veggies welcome.
(except brussels sprouts. fuck brussels sprouts)

